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AMEND by striking lines 388 through 397 and inserting in lieu1
thereof the following:2

(ii) Each person or organization, candidate or3

political committee who receives, directly or indirectly, an4

expenditure, payment or other transfer of money or services from5

the reporting candidate, political committee or * * * other entity6

required to file under this article during the reporting period7

when the expenditures, payments or other transfers * * * within8

the calendar year have an aggregate value or amount in excess of9

Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00), together with the date, amount and10

a detailed statement of the purpose of such expenditure, payment11

or transfer, including, but not limited to, the specific items12

received by each ultimate beneficiary as a result of the13

transaction and the nature of any advertising, printing materials14

or other campaign materials purchased with the expenditure,15

payment or transfer for each ultimate beneficiary of the16

expenditure, payment or transfer. The reporting candidate,17

political committee or other entity shall also identify all18

ultimate beneficiary candidates or political committees receiving19

the benefit of any expenditure, payment or transfer, directly or20

indirectly, from the reporting candidate, political committee or21

other entity or from any agent, employee, designee, contractor,22

consultant or other person or persons acting on behalf of the23
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reporting candidate, political committee or other entity during24

the reporting period when the expenditures, payments or transfers25

within the calendar year have an aggregate value or amount in26

excess of Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00), together with the date,27

amount and a detailed statement of the purpose of the expenditure,28

payment or transfer, including, but not limited to, the specific29

items received by each ultimate beneficiary as a result of the30

transaction and the nature of any advertising, printing materials31

or other campaign materials purchased with the expenditure,32

payment or transfer for each ultimate beneficiary of the33

expenditure, payment or transfer;34

FURTHER, amend the title to conform.35


